NOTE #1

A. OFF-AIRPORT PARKING PARK: QUICK PARK ONE SHUTTLE ALLOWED BETWEEN CROSSWALK AND HANDICAP SPACE.

B. OFF-AIRPORT PARKING PARK: FAST PARK ONE SHUTTLE ALLOWED BETWEEN CANOPIES.

C + D. PARK 'N FLY/HOTEL SECOND CANOPY: PARK 'N FLY LOAD AND GO, BUT MAY PARK IF NEED BE & TRAFFIC ALLOWS. IF SPACES ARE FULL, PLEASE USE BACK IN PRE-ARRANGED SPACE UNTIL SPOT FREES UP. HOTELS ARE LOAD & GO ONLY AT CURB, OTHERWISE USE BACK-IN PRE-ARRANGED SPACES.

NOTE #2

A. HOLD CARD IN FRONT OF READER UNTIL IT BEEPS. ARM WILL RAISE. IF NOT, CALL 573-8182.